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seasonal picks

CUCUMBERS Volume and quality crossing through McAllen and Nogales remains strong.

APPLES West coast small sizes are tight. Prices are firm on small fruit due to schools. 

ASPARAGUS Escalated market. Hot weather in Oregon brings slow yields. Southern Baja 
continues with better production this week. 

AVOCADO Escalated Market. Volume in US is down 23% from prior weeks. Trucks 
continue to track light. Larger size curve on fruit continues. 

BELL PEPPERS Red and Yellow Bells have good supply and quality. Green Bells are escalated. 
Overall markets are easing back as more volume becomes available. 

BERRIES Blackberries: Growers are in transition. MX production declines as CA increases.
Blueberries: Central MX production winds down. Good volume out of Baja. 
Raspberries: Peak volumes out of MX. Domestics begin in the weeks ahead. 
Strawberries: Volume increases out of northern regions. Lingering weather issues.

COMMODITY UPDATES

CARROTS Escalated market. Current demand exceeds predicted supply while lower than 
average yields caused by cold wet weather has limited availability. 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS Quality is good with very good demand; market continues active with 
slightly higher pricing.

BROCCOLI

CAULIFLOWER Quality is very good but with increased demand. Market continues strong.

Market continues steady and with good quality.

CELERY Escalated market is very active as we continue to see quality issues in the fields in 
Oxnard. We are seeing seeders in all fields which is reducing available supply. 

California: High pressure returns on Friday kicking o� a heat wave with max 
temps in the 60s at the coast and up to this mid 90s inland through the weekend. 
Mexico: A few sprinkles or light showers are possible over the region but overall 
most fields should see dry conditions into and through the weekend. Temps will 
remain warm and steady through May 15th. Arizona: Unseasonably cool temps 
today (upper 70s to mid 80s). High pressure ridge rebuilds over the weekend, 
allowing afternoon highs to warm 10-15 degrees above normal.

WEATHER FORECAST

CITRUS Lemons: Lemons are in full swing. Quality has been good.
Limes: Escalated. Volume improves on small sizes. Larger sizes by mid June.
Oranges: Escalated. Small oranges remain fairly tight, with market pricing in 
the low $20’s for choice grade. Few navels remain, but many growers are on to 
Valencias. Size structure peaking 56/72, with about 75% being fancy grade.

pepperoncini sliced 4-1gal
/case #7293

dragonfruit smoothie 100gm
/case #7528

artichoke w/stem (can) 6-3kg/
cs #5504

pepperoncini whole 4-1gal
/case #16721

balsamic glaze 6ct-12.9oz
/case #7196

asparagus Large 11#
/case #20201

cara cara oranges /case #1434

Candy striped beets 5#
/case #4347

watermelon radish 10#
/case #1362
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MELONS Cantaloupes: The market for cantaloupe continues to adjust downward 
with pressure coming from Mexican production. Sizing on cantaloupe is 
moving away from the jumbo fruit with a good spread of 9, 12, and 15 
counts. Current arrivals have a very nice shell color and good brix levels. 
Honeydew: Cheaper fruit crossing through Nogales.
Watermelons: Good volume also crossing through McAllen and 
Nogales on Minis and Seedless.

GRAPES Red Grape pricing remains lower, good supply. Greens are higher, less supply.

KALE Supply is steady, quality is very good.

ONIONS West coast production ramps up, heavier on larger sizes. Peaking on 
Jumbo and beyond. Mediums are tighter. Higher amount of seeder. 

PEARS This year’s pear crop was down significantly, with mostly larger fruit 
available. Growers are trying to drag out supply until new crop in Aug.

PINEAPPLES Availability continues to be okay. The size profile is trending to size 5 and 6cts 
and availability on 7cts remains limited.

STONE FRUIT Very light amounts of imported plums on both coasts. Domestic Peaches have 
started in a light way. Cherry season in California has started. The crop is about
half the volume of last years’ crop and prices will be high. 

Round and Roma Tomatoes: Lighter volume with a wide range of quality. 
Volume expected to improve this week and quality be much improved. Grape 
Tomatoes and Cherry Tomatoes: Production to ramp up; expect good 
availably to continue through Memorial Day. Overall quality remains good. 
Grape Tomatoes: Strong numbers continue out of all regions and quality is 
outstanding. Tomato on the Vine: Excellent quality and supply available.

TOMATOES

SQUASH Excellent supply and quality available crossing through Nogales. California is 
about 10 days from scratching new crop. 

LETTUCE

POTATOES Market has stabilized on all sizes now. #1 count cartons continuing to 
tighten up all over. The tightest range appears to be on 60/70/80 count. 
potatoes. Product expected to tighten up until new crop in August. 

Iceberg: Supply is projected to be lighter than normal due to the cooler 
weather. Lighter weights and lower pounds per acre are predicted. Quality 
has been very good with the current weather situation. Demand has been 
higher than normal and the market is currently active and will continue to 
improve.
Leaf Lettuce: Butter Lettuce: Market continues active with very good 
quality. Green Leaf: Quality is very good; Market is slightly stronger 
with slightly lighter supplies from the recent cooler weather.
Red Leaf: Quality is very good with slightly lighter supplies; Market is 
steady Romaine and Romaine Hearts: Market continues steady with 
steady supplies. Quality is very good!

COMMODITY UPDATES

GARLIC Extreme market. Domestic supplies are very tight continuing into next year.

GREEN ONIONS Supply is good with very good quality, Market is steady.

MUSHROOMS Escalated. Quality is good. Supply is down. Markets are still high.

EGGPLANT Good supply available out Mexico. Coachella is about 3 weeks from starting.
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coconut milk 6ct-10#
case #7461

cider vinegar 4gal
/case #7533

banana peppers sliced4-1gal
/case #4786

micro chef blend 1/4#
/pkg #3176

jalapeno peppers sliced 4-1gal
/case #7171

olives, kalamata pitted6ct-2kg
/case #3601

tahini paste 6ct-16oz
/case #7441

red wine vinegar 4gal
/case #5727

polenta medium italy 4ct-5#
/case #7444

rhubarb 20#
/case #4651

iqf rhubarb 4-2.5#
/case #7546


